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Coils for MQXFBP2
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Coils for MQXFBP2 in the 

assembly preparation bench

 Coils available at the time of 

assembling MQXFBP2

 Coil 109: Left as the spare coil of 

MQXFBP1 (no b6 correction)

 Coil 114: Quarantined, due to the 

electrical insulation issue QH to coil 

(repaired).

 Coils 110-113: Coils assembled in 

the second prototype.
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CERN Coil Production Dashboard
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MQXFBP1 coils:

06/2017-10/2018 

MQXFBP2 coils:

05/2019-03/2020 
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Coils for MQXFBP2
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MQXFBP2

coils 

Last Update 

06/07/2020 
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Outline

 Non-conformities BP1

 Improvements in coil production with respect to 

MQXFBP1 coils

 Non-conformities BP2

 Analysis of manufacturing data
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 Analysis of manufacturing data
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Analysis of non-conformities

Coil ID MTF LINK Non-Conformities

Coil 104 HCMQXFBC08-CR000104

Outer layer pole piece out of tolerance: EDMS 1825870 

Furnace cycle homogeneity: EDMS 2264918

Coil RRR out of the acceptable range: EDMS 2276004

Leads tinned length: EDMS 1898126

Twisted cables after reaction: EDMS 1900722

Inner lead cable bowing: EDMS 1907100

Residual polymide: EDMS 1907126

Inner quench heater missing. EDMS 1915288

Quench heater short circuit: EDMS 1965714

Thread tap broken inside NCS inner space. EDMS 1965721

Residual strand trapped during impregnation. EDMS 1969734

Wrong reference of metrology measurements. EDMS 2233237

Coil 105 HCMQXFBC08-CR000105

IL and OL winding poles out of spec: EDMS 1832691, 1832691

Furnace cycle homogeneity: EDMS 2264918

Twisted-cables-after-reaction 1954107

Lack of resin after impregnation EDMS 2042901

Inner Layer QH missing 1970198

Vtap tracks malfunctioning 1972433

Wrong reference of metrology measurements. EDMS 2233237

7Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

https://edms5.cern.ch/pls/asbuilt/mtf_equip.eqp_main_top?cookie=23107085&p_rec_id=HCMQXFBC08-CR000104
https://edms5.cern.ch/pls/asbuilt/mtf_equip.eqp_main_top?cookie=23107085&p_rec_id=HCMQXFBC08-CR000105
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Analysis of non-conformities

Coil ID MTF LINK Non-Conformities

Coil 107 HCMQXFBC08-CR000107

Reaction Form Block EDMS 2244695

Cable insulation damage: EDMS 1868033

Paralelism OL pole: EDMS 1853403

Bad positioning layer jump VTAP inner layer: EDMS 1994273

Cable twisted after reaction: EDMS 1978258

OL Quench heater polyimide edge damaged  : EDMS 1982883

Inner layer heater missing, VTAPS only: EDMS 1990564

Vtap VT111 damaged: EDMS  1993950 

Furnace cycle homogeneity: EDMS 2264918

Wrong reference of metrology measurements. EDMS 2233237

Coil 108 HCMQXFBC08-CR000108

Reaction Form Block EDMS 2244695

Cable insulation damage: EDMS 1902142

Popped strand 2nd turn IL, jayer jump side: EDMS 1907130

Reaction heat treatment interrupted (at the very beginning, coil T<60 

deg): EDMS 1982777

Furnace cycle homogeneity: EDMS 2264918

Wrong reference of metrology measurements. EDMS 2233237

8Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

https://edms5.cern.ch/pls/asbuilt/mtf_equip.eqp_main_top?cookie=23107085&p_rec_id=HCMQXFBC08-CR000107
https://edms5.cern.ch/pls/asbuilt/mtf_equip.eqp_main_top?cookie=23107085&p_rec_id=HCMQXFBC08-CR000108
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Coil 104, RRR
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Coil 104, QH short circuit  (EDMS 1965714)

 After impregnation, low resistance QH to coil due to electrical contact QH 

to pole  repaired by adding a polyimide between heater-coil-pole, with a 

local impregnation of the affected region.
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Coil 105, lack of resin after impregnation 

(EDMS 2042901)

 Lack of resin on top of the heater.

 Repaired by local impregnation (Jeffamine D 400 (lot LL 111038) + Araldite 

MY 750 (AAE 11121300))

 After reparation, electrical test to verify is well insulated. 
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Coils 107, 108, 109, Reaction Block (EDMS 2244695)
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 Due to a machining defect in one 

of the reaction blocks, 

interference pole-alignment pin.

 Issue discovered and resolved in 

coil CR003, but the same tooling 

was used in coils 107, 108, 109.
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Coil 107, cable insulation damage (EDMS 

1868033)
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 Location: 8th inner layer turn

 Repair procedure:  50µm thick layer of fiberglass 11TEX 636 installed 

around the cable 
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Coil 108 – Insulation thickness

 Cable insulation thickness above specification

14Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

Cable insulation 0.004 mm 

thickness than our upper bound
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Coil 108 Insulation defects (EDMS 1902142)

15Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

2nd turn IL, connection side, just 

before the turn, non-layer jump side

4th turn IL, non-connection side, 

non-layer jump side

9th turn IL, connection side, layer 

jump side
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Coil 108 insulation defects repair (EDMS 

1902142)

16Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

2nd turn IL, connection side, just 

before the turn, non-layer jump side

4th turn IL, non-connection side, 

non-layer jump side

9th turn IL, connection side, layer 

jump side

No repair
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 Non-conformities BP1

 Improvements in coil production with respect to 

MQXFBP1 coils

 Non-conformities BP2

 Analysis of manufacturing data
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Winding and curing

 From coil 110:

 Heat cleaning the fibre we put in the pole with the aim of increasing the pole to 

coil insulation resistance.  

 Reduced amount of binder in the coil ends.

18

We reduced the amount 

of binder we apply in the 

coil ends. 

2 spires2 spires
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Reaction blocks

 From coil 110, centering pins have been 

machined to the thin edge of the 

tolerance, to avoid any risk of blockage

 From coil 111, centering pins are in 

Titanium (to avoid differences in thermal 

contraction pole/pin during heat 

treatment).

 Also from coil 111, end saddle links are 

systematically installed in the right 

direction.
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Reaction
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 From coil 110 (included), the length of dwell3 was decreased from 75 to 50 hours to 

increase RRR.

 A lot of efforts done to study the process and its reproducibility (see EDMS 2262086 and 

2269927)

 From coil 110, heat treatment is performed without on-line changes.

 Now we have a clear acceptance criteria (EDMS 2333499) and a clear procedure to analyse 

and accept the reaction heat treatment.

Process optimization, with 

on-line changes during HT
MQXFBP2, reacted 

without on-line changes

Temperature homogeneity in dwell3
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Argon flow in the tooling

21Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

 The main focus during MQXFBP2 coil fabrication period was 

to decrease the RRR degradation in the CoC.

 Minimum measured is well above the spec, but 30-40% 

degradation with respect to the virgin samples.

 We introduced measurements of Ar-flow inlet/outlet before 

reaction and stainless-steel tubes & junctions on the side of 

the tooling to improve the leak-tightness of the reaction fixture 

(as the US).

 Coil 110: 0 flow of argon in the outlet (all argon lost in first 

few blocks)

 Coils 111-114: 26 l/min inlet, 6 l/min outlet
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Coil ends/Wedge gap filling
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Wedge filling procedure in 

coil 110

 In some cases, the insulation of the  

wedge is heavily damaged

 In coil 110, we decided to follow FNAL 

procedure protecting extremities of the 

wedge insulation with polyimide after 

reaction. 

 This solution was not satisfactory 

(risk of delamination after powering) 

so it was only applied in coil 110.

 Gaps in coil ends are filled with S2 glass 

patches.
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Impregnation
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• Impregnation data of second prototype coils was studied in detail (see

https://indico.cern.ch/event/910494/).

• From coil 114, we introduced a systematic report after the impregnation of each coil 

analysing temperatures, durations and pressures (see for example  EDMS 

2396247)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/910494/
https://edms.cern.ch/document/2396247
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 Improvements in coil production with respect to 

MQXFBP1 coils

 Non-conformities BP2

 Analysis of manufacturing data
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Analysis of non-conformities

Coil ID MTF LINK Non-Conformities

Coil 110 HCMQXFBC08-CR000110

Production starts before having full set of cable 

measurements LHC-MQXFBC-QN-0047

Expired ceramic binder LHC-MQXFBC-QN-0065

Bad position VTAP layer jump LHC-MQXFBC-QN-0071

Wrong routing QH wires LHC-MQXFBC-QN-0072

Missing resin mid-plane edge LHC-MQXFBC-QN-0070

Coil 111 HCMQXFBC08-CR000111
Expired ceramic binder LHC-MQXFBC-QN-0065  

Organic trace on QH after impregnation LHC-MQXFBC-

QN-0073

Coil 112 HCMQXFBC08-CR000112

Expired ceramic binder LHC-MQXFBC-QN-0065  

Impregnation data not registered in timber LHC-

MQXFBC-QN-0074

Bubble-after-impregnation-on-coil-head-CS LHC-QN-

HCMQXFBC08-CR000112 -

Coil 113 HCMQXFBC08-CR000113 Expired ceramic binder LHC-MQXFBC-QN-0065  

25Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

https://edms5.cern.ch/pls/asbuilt/mtf_equip.eqp_main_top?cookie=23107085&p_rec_id=HCMQXFBC08-CR000110
https://edms5.cern.ch/pls/asbuilt/mtf_equip.eqp_main_top?cookie=24296814&p_rec_id=HCMQXFBC08-CR000111
https://edms5.cern.ch/pls/asbuilt/mtf_equip.eqp_main_top?cookie=24296814&p_rec_id=HCMQXFBC08-CR000112
https://edms5.cern.ch/pls/asbuilt/mtf_equip.eqp_main_top?cookie=24296814&p_rec_id=HCMQXFBC08-CR000113
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Missing resin mid-plane edge coil 110 

LHC-MQXFBC-QN-0070

 During the demoling of coil 110, the mid-plane shims were glued to 
the coil, causing a delamination of the mid-plane G11 protection 
sheet. 

26Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

• Corrective actions:

• Application of mould release agent on midplane shims before 

impregnation

• Use new midplane shims with more efficient coating (ref. FEP 12-062-

MN), if available (instead of PFA coating ref. PFA 10-330-PN + 15-331-T0)

At 2600mm from LS 

(opposite to layer jump side)

At 6400mm from LS 

(opposite to layer jump side)
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Coil 110 – Mid-plane

27Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

 Delamination in the inner layer mid-plane  FUJI paper was installed in the mid-

planes during the coil pack assembly (Super Low Pressure, 0.5-2.5 MPa)  no trace 

of the deffect in the mid-plane, meaning that it is just a delamination wihtout an over-

thickness, considered no critical.
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Organic trace on QH after impregnation 

LHC-MQXFB-QN-0073

 Dark spot on top of the 

heater after the 

impregnation of coil CR111

 Microscopic inspection 

from MME showed that it 

is a trace of organic 

material and not a hole on 

the heater  not critical

28Susana Izquierdo Bermudez
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Bubbles in the heater connection pockets 

LHC-QN-HCMQXFBC08-CR000112 

29Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

Coil 112 Coil 114

 From coil 115 (coils 115-117), injection is slower we introduced a ‘milking’ 

step at the end of the injection  we don’t see bubble any more.

 In coils 112 and 114, we observed bubbles close to the heater connection 

region:
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 Improvements in coil production with respect to 

MQXFBP1 coils

 Non-conformities BP2

 Analysis of manufacturing data
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Analysis of manufacturing data

 Two levels of analysis

 Basic analysis: 

 Set of plots in excel, coming directly from MTF Equipment Data.

 Stored in EDMS (EDMS 2374351 for conductor & cable, EDMS 2374351 for 

the coils), link accessible through the collaboration workspace (cern.ch/mqxf)

 Done and maintained by Susana 

 5 groups of plots (see next slides)

 Conductor (VAMAS samples reacted with the coil)

 Insulation

 Coil – Geometry

 Coil – Heat Treatment

 Coil – Impregnation

 Coil - Electrical

 Detailed analysis

 More in depth analysis

 Done and maintained by Dariusz

 Available in MQXFB web https://mqxfb.web.cern.ch/mqxfb/

 A selection of the more relevant plots will be discussed now. 

31

https://edms.cern.ch/document/2374351
https://edms.cern.ch/document/2374351
https://espace.cern.ch/mqxf/_layouts/15/start.aspx#/default.aspx
https://mqxfb.web.cern.ch/mqxfb/
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Conductor - Minimum RRR
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 Systematic increased in the coil RRR thanks to the change of the reaction cycle 

(dwell3 duration reduced from 75 hour to 50 hours)

MQXFBP1

MQXFBP2
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Conductor - Ic
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 In terms of critical current, all coils well above the specification. 

MQXFBP1 MQXFBP2
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Insulation thickness

34Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

 Insulation thickness 4 µm above specification for coil 108, 1 µm above 

spec for coil 112. 

MQXFBP1 MQXFBP2
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Geometry – Pole gap
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 From coil 108, 2 mm smaller pole gap before winding. Aim: pole gap 

close to 0 after reaction.

MQXFBP1: 105, 105, 107, 108

MQXFBP2: 110, 111, 112, 113
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Reaction

36Susana Izquierdo Bermudez

 Coils of MQXFBP2 were reacted without on-line changes in the reaction cycle, 

demonstrating a systematic behaviour of the oven.

 Dwell2 temperature in BP2 coils 5 degrees lower than in BP1, and Dwell3 

duration in BP2 75 hours instead of 50.

MQXFBP1: 105, 105, 107, 108

MQXFBP2: 110, 111, 112, 113
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Coil - Electrical
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 Coil to pole insulation above specifications, but in some coils the final value is 

still below our desired minimum value in spite of the decrease of binder and 

heat cleaning of the fiber around the pole. 

MQXFBP1: 105, 105, 107, 108

MQXFBP2: 110, 111, 112, 113
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Coil – Azimuthal size
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MQXFBP1

MQXFBP2

 MQXFBP2 coils are closer to the nominal size (likely due to radial 

fillers and mid-plane shim dimensions.

MQXFBP1: 105, 105, 107, 108

MQXFBP2: 110, 111, 112, 113
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And last but not least…

 Stable and motivated team with continuous in-field discussions and intense 

exchange with the US (see https://indico.cern.ch/category/10520/, with more 

than 35 meetings dedicated to coil fabrication in the last year).
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https://indico.cern.ch/category/10520/
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Thank you!
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Coil 104 (EDMS 1907100)
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 Large bending of the inner layer lead when preparing for impregnation

 Action: better clamping of the leads 
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Coil 108 pop strand (2nd turn IL, EDMS 

1907130)

42Susana Izquierdo Bermudez


